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My passion is to create user-centered designs that are 
accessible, simple and beautiful.   
 
This portfolio is intended as a sampler of the breadth of my 
15 years in interaction, visual, content design and lean user 
research.   For a deeper look, please request a 1:1 where I can 
share full specifications, role and context.  
 
Happy viewing! 
 



 
¢  Interaction Design  

l Workflows & architecture 
l Wire frame Concepts 

¢  Visual design 
l Data Visualizations 
l Visual Guidelines 

¢  User Research & direction 
l Contextual Design and Personas 
l Lean Studies 
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INTERACTION DESIGN  
Flows & Wire Frames 

“Don’t make me think!”        
                  - Steve Krug  



Interactive automated voice system 

The flow charts 
the user voice 
prompts and 
responses from 
an automated 
voice system. 

The function of 
this exchange is 
to capture real 
time information 
about music on a 
radio station, 
which can later 
can be retrieved 
on a website for 
playback or 
purchase. 

WORKFLOW FOR VOICE USER INTERACTION 



CMS, Merchant Payment System 

System flows, Decision 
Trees 

INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE 



Layout/interaction and information design for 
activity feeds, intended for collaborative projects 
in an Enterprise environment (shipped for 
Siemens eventually) 
 
Balsamiq used for quick sketching. 

Social collaboration tool 
CONCEPTUAL WIRE FRAMES (NEXT SLIDE FINAL) 



This is a near-final design, 
based on many rounds of 
iterations from the conceptual 
design (previous slide about 
the activity/social stream).   
 
See a walk through demo of 
this interface (previous 
iteration) here: 
 
SocialXtend Functional Demo 
 
Also see a marketing video for 
this product (“socialxtend”) (my 
designs start around :35) 
 
http://socialxtend.com 
 
 
 

Social collaboration final design, walk through and online video 
FINAL STAGE WIRE FRAMES, PART VISUAL.. 



CONCEPTUAL WIRE FRAMES 
Electronic Health Record 

The overall concepts secured the next round of funding for UX design for a major EHR software firm 



Trade references 
are typically 
exchanged 
between verticals 
about their 
suppliers,  
traditionally by 
phone or email.   

The “Credit 
Network” was an 
online tool for 
viewing and 
sharing these 
references quickly 
and anonymously. 

CONCEPTUAL WIRE FRAMES 
Peer-peer trade reference sharing app 

I share a co-patent with a major financial scoring institution 



INTERACTION SPECIFICATION 
Configuration for Admins 



INTERACTION SPECIFICATION 
Community Feed for End Users 
Layout & design specifications for a community of users seeking help and support. 



Call outs not shown for presentation – described to execs - done in OmniGraffle…  

DEMONSTRATION SPECIFICATION 
Executive presentation demonstrating Client Portal settings 



INTERACTION SPECIFICATION – iOS for iPAD 
Wireless camera controller 



INTERACTION SPECIFICATION (changed based on testing) 
Wireless camera controller - Installation & Setup 

Concept compromises to this screen, after user testing… 

1

2

1- The word Test was added, but for legacy users Broadcast Remained… 
2- Pan was not clear so Drag to Move was used 



INTERACTION SPEC – MOBILE ANDROID 
Enterprise Telephony App for setting up call functions like conferencing 



INTERACTION SPEC – MOBILE BLACKBERRY 
Enterprise Telephony App for setting up call functions like conferencing 

(CIRCA 2011) 



 
 

Masters Project 2009 

The design includes haptic, visual 
and audio elements, alerts 
required for an older community 
and also compliance. 

The ergonomics of the wrist 
were factored into the 
placement of buttons.   

Features included user (and 
doctor) receiving a text message 
and an audio reminder to fill a 
prescription, with optional 
customized rings, or simple 
vibration. 

The device settings were to be  
configured on a web application 
via a USB port , presumably set 
up by a caregiver or family 
member, who could also record 
the playback messages for 
better compliance.   

PHYSICAL RODUCT CONCEPTS  
Development of a wearable reminder device 



In the redesign, 
switching back 
and forth 
between DVR and 
TV guide is more 
clear  (#4 - upper 
left is now 
devoted to “DVR” 
and right parallel 
to it is the “TV” 
area. 
 

 
 

 

 

PHYSICAL PRODUCT CONCEPTS 

Functions redesigned for more in-context 
controls.  For example, the same functions for 
both the DVD or TV, (like “Scrubbing”, #3) 
were contained only in the DVD area, but the 
user is thinking TV…  

Remote Control Redesign mini project 



VISUAL DESIGN  
Visual Designs, Data Visualizations, 
CSS Guidelines 

“Form follows function” 



VISUAL DESIGNS – FINANCIAL & SECURITY APPS 
Templates, visuals 



 
 

My interaction design, visuals HTML/CSS direction 

Selected 
parameters 
and 
subsequent 
display 

VISUAL DESIGNS – FINAL ENTERPRISE TALENT MGT 
Comparison “matrix” (“9-box grid”) to rate employee performance 



The widgets show status 
on various aspects of 
highway performance.   
Depending on role, users 
may dive deeper (“more”) 
into progressively more 
complex, filterable data 
from the high-level views 
(next slide).   

DATA VISUALIZATION - TRANSPORTATION 
Traffic information dashboard  



Co-designed with users, the upper left images are the high level 
dashboard widgets for administrators.   Engineers and planners  
can also easily drill in from “more”,  to disclose additional sort 
and filtering functions, in one view. 

DATA VISUALIZATION - DETAIL 
Created through user participation - Progressive disclosure as users needed it.. 

Early sketch from engineer 



Concept design uses 
Tufte’s spark lines and 
a small  footprint for a 
succinct overview of 
previous day’s events. 
 

 

a 

DATA VISUALIZATION – TRANSPORTATION STATUS 
eLetter, for daily traffic status 



VISUALS - CSS SPECIFICATIONS 
Form for setting up graphs & plots 



VISUALS - CSS SPECIFICATIONS 
Form to add members, and View of Configuration Settings  



UX RESEARCH 
Contextual Design, Personas 

"People's behavior makes sense if you think 
about it in terms of their goals, needs and 
motives."  
                                                      - Thomas Mann 



As part of the Contextual Design process, 
paper artifacts are created for users to 
add/modify their requirements as needed.  
 
The prototype allows users to interact with 
and determine what is preferable for them.   
They can write freely on the sticky notes, 
and/or add/remove or reposition them. 
 
After repeating this with several users, the 
final collective result forms the basis for 
digital wire framing, the next step. 
 
Some argue that digital prototypes are 
more “realistic” and unnecessary.  
However, this is preferred at this stage 
because you are uncovering tasks and 
connections people are making, wtihout 
visual or physical distractions of a clickable 
interface. 

PAPER PROTOTYPE – CONTEXTUAL DESIGN  
Determining user needs for a Community section of a networking app 



Personas document our 
understanding of the the 
primary goals, needs and 
motivations of a particular 
user group or archetype. 

They are a natural artifact 
of Contextual Inquiry, 
where we observe and 
record the  task flows, 
problems and needs users 
have in the context of their 
workplace.  This gives 
designers not only valuable 
information about the 
functions users need, but 
can give us cues about how 
to frame the UI  
metaphorically to match to 
the way users think and 
feel. 

PERSONAS 
Who is doing what and why, goals and concerns 



This is a snap of a 
shared Google site 
documenting a 
series of 
participatory 
workshops created 
to gain insight into 
the data 
visualizations that 
three user groups 
wanted to see. 

I can provide the 
link separately, and 
explain the various 
inputs, 
intermediate 
artifacts and and 
final field results. 

LEAN & CREATIVE STUDIES 
Getting creative in a small amount of time 



 
¢  Team Lead, Contributor 
¢  Versed in all areas of UX & Development  

l   Interaction Design  
l   Visual Design 
l   Lean UX research 
l   Agile 
l   UX efficiency in the life cycle 
 
  
 
 

SUMMARY: CHRIS HAWKINS 

CONTACT INFO 
 
650-766-4257 
UIGrrl@gmail.com 

References are available on my LinkedIn profile 
www.linkedIn.com/in/uigrrl 
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